
INTRODUCTION TO AMERICAN LIT I (ENGLISH 2400-01)     OFFICE:  MCD 227 
DR. TIM BYWATER OFFICE PHONE:  652-7808 
FALL 2010 HOME PHONE:  628-2490 (feel free to call)  
OFFICE HRS: M/W/F  8 - 11 (or arranged, which means if you can’t find me in my office, check 
with me after class to set up an appointment). 
 

OBJECTIVES AND ASSIGNMENTS 
 
TEXTS 
 American Literature, Volume I - William E. Cain 
 The Great Gatsby, F. Scott Fitzgerald,  Scribner Paperback Fiction, 2004 edition 
 
COURSE OBJECTIVES 
  
By the end of American Literature  2400, you should improve your ability to: 

• Enjoy, appreciate, and evaluate representative American novels, short stories, poems, 
and essays.  

•  Think critically, discuss, and write about the various readings. 
•  Understand the use and importance of figurative language, including among others 

symbols, metaphors, similes, images in analyzing our readings 
•  Understand (and use in literary analysis) the aspects of fiction, including plot, setting, 

theme, characterization, and point of view. 
•  Share critical insights with class members. 
 
CLASS REQUIREMENTS 
 
•  You will need to read all assigned materials and attend class regularly to do well in this 

class. 
•  You will take three tests (largely essay, identification and multiple choice) during the 

semester.  You will also have several unannounced preparation checks (consisting of 10 
multiple choice questions on that day’s reading assignment) given during the semester. These 
prep checks will be given during the first 5 minutes of class and cannot be made up. Also, you 
will be given a brief Assessment Exam at the beginning and again at the end of the semester. 
(I’ll explain it.) 

•  You will write two  essays (2-3 pages) on subjects to be assigned.  I will comment 
verbally and in writing on the quality of your content and on important writing principles to be 
discussed in class.  

•  For each of these five course elements, you will ultimately receive a numerical score.  
At the semester’s end, these scores will be mathematically averaged. 

•  You will be expected to observe academic courtesy at all times, including on-time 
coming and going and respect for others in class. 

 
PURPOSE OF THE COURSE 

 
 The purpose of this course is to acquaint you with some of the major works of American Literature 
from  

the time of the Colombus until approximately 1865.  I’m cheating here, because I’m using The Great 
Gatsby. (I’ll  explain why early in the semester.)  Upon completing the course, you should have a better 
understanding  of these  works in terms of their historical contexts and thematic concerns, as well as a 
rudimentary understanding  of the authors’ lives.  You will study some of the critical approaches that 
have been developed to analyze these works.  You will critically analyze some of these works in class 



discussions,  on examinations, and in out-of-class essays and in your reflections.  You’re required to 
read the authors’ biographical introductions. 
 
 
 



 
ESSAYS/EXAMS\PREP CHECKS/CLASSROOM DISCUSSION/REFLECTIONS 
  
 You will write two  analytical essays (60 and 70 points each) based on your readings, there will be 
two mid-term exams and a  final exam (100 points each); occasionally, there will be unannounced 
quizzes (called prep checks–10 points each),  and you will be required to underline passages taken from 
your readings that you were especially fond of (or especially confused by) that you may be asked to 
discuss in class.  You will write ten (about one a week) reflections (5 points each)  paraphrasing  
critical (analytical) articles which comment  on some  of the required readings. You will find these 
articles by Googling or by searching our library data bases (EBSCOhost, JSTOR  etc.) Simply type in 
one of our author’s names and the title of one of our assigned readings. For example,  Irving, “Rip Van 
Winkle.”  Finally, on occasion,  I’ll read passages from our text that haven’t been assigned on the 
syllabus.  You are responsible for knowing where these additional quotes come from; they may show up 
on a test. Each of these course requirements will be graded–excluding class discussion passages, but 
those underlined passages are crucial to insure vibrant class discussion. 
 
CLASS POLICIES 

 
 The final grade will be based on grades given on in-class and out-of-class assignments, on the 
examinations, and on participation in class discussion, which includes  being prepared to read your 
selected passage from the day's assignment when called on in class.  I will grudgingly accept a late 
paper, but I will grade it grudgingly--through clenched teeth.  (You're not going to like it, since the grade 
will probably be reduced!)  I will, however, smilingly accept papers turned in early if you can't be in 
class on the due date.  I'm not heartless:  if you're having serious problems making it to class on time (or 
at all), please touch base with me to explain what's happening.  My guess is, I'll understand, and we'll be 
able to work something out.  Your papers must be typed--double spaced and folded in the 
middle--fat-wise.  I will make out-of-class writing assignments at least three days in advance. 
 
DISABILITY RESOURCE CENTER INFORMATION 
 
Students with medical, psychological, learning or other disabilities and desiring reasonable academic 
adjustments, accommodations, or auxiliary aids to be successful in this class will need to contact the 
DISABILITY RESOURCE CENTER Coordinator (Baako Wahabu) for eligibility determination. Proper 
documentation of impairment is required in order to receive services or accommodation. DRC is located 
on the ground floor of the Financial Aid Office. Visit or call 652-7516 to schedule an appointment to 
discuss the process. The DRC Coordinator determines eligibility for and authorizes the provisions of 
services.  
 
Note I  Important college information will be sent to your Dmail e-mail account. This information 
includes your DSC bill, financial aid/scholarship notices, notification of dropped classes, reminders of 
important dates and events, and other information critical to your success in college. All DSC students 
are automatically assigned a Dmail account. If you know your user name and password, go to the Dixie 
homepage and click on Dmail.  If you don’t know your user name and password, go to www.dixie.edu 
and select “Dmail” for complete instructions. Check Dmail often.   
 
Note II If you stop attending class, it is your responsibility to drop the class before the drop date. After 
August 29, students will be charged for dropping/adding classes–$10.00 per class.  



     
    ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE 
 
All readings should be finished by dates listed.  Also, the schedule may be slightly changed to 
accommodate instructional needs. 
 
AUGUST 
 
  The First Frontier  
 23 Introduction to English 2400, Browse “Letter to the Reader” 3-33 for a historical 
overview 
 25  Columbus, 34-40; Iroquois Creation Story, 44-48; (Reflections Example, Handout) 
 27 De Las Casas, 41-43; Smith, 49-52  
 30 Bradford, 53-66 (Reflection # 1 due in class for discussion) 
 
SEPTEMBER  
  
 01 Rolandson, Read 92-115 stop at the end of The Twelfth Remove; Conclusion 137 
 03 Winthrop, 67-83  
 06 Labor Day: No Class 
 08 Bradstreet, 84-91 
 10 Taylor, 138-142 (Reflection #2 due in class for discussion)  
 
  Architects of American Culture 
 13 Mather, 143-159  
 15 Edwards, 160-161 175-190 (Reflection #3 due in class for discussion) 
 17 Franklin, 191-205 266-284  
 20 de Crevecoeur, 304-311  
 22 Paine, 316-341 
 24 Jefferson, 342-352 (Reflection #4 due in class for discussion) 
  
  The Man and Woman of Letters 
 27 Irving, 424-442   
 29 Cooper, 443-444,  Handout: “The Slaughter of Pigeons” 
 
OCTOBER 
  
 01 Wheatley, 381-389 (Reflection #5 due in class for discussion) 
 04 Bryant, 459-466, Sigourney, 456-458   
 06 MIDTERM EXAM 
   
  The Artist in America 
 08 The Scarlet Letter: Browse The Custom House 592-626; Novel:  626-778, Chapters, I-VI 
 11 Hawthorne, Chapters, VII-X  

13 Hawthorne, Chapters, XI-XIII 
 14 Semester Break: No Class 
 15 Semester Break: No Class 



 18 Hawthorne, Chapters, XIV-XVIII (Reflection #6 due in class for discussion) 
 20 Hawthorne, Chapters, XIX-XXI 
 22 Hawthorne, Chapters, XXII-XXIV  
 
 25 Poe, 786-809, (Handout -“Sonnet to Science”) 
 27 Emerson, 475-499 through Discipline  
 29 Emerson, 532-556 (Handout - “Each and All”) (Reflection #7 due in class for discussion) 
  
NOVEMBER  
 
  Slavery in America Browse Letter to the Reader: Slavery in America 845-857 
            01 Lincoln, 858-862  
            03 Stowe, 870-884; Douglas, 1009-1012 and Appendix through Letter to Master 1090-1102 
 

  The Affirmation 
 05 Thoreau, 953-977 (Browse Walden– 977-990)  
 08 Thoreau, 990-1008 “Live Without Principle” 
 10 Thoreau (Reflection #8 due in class for discussion) 
 12 SECOND MIDTERM EXAM 
 15 Whitman, 1221-1224, (Browse Song of Myself–1225-1278) 1287-1294 “When Lilacs Last 

in the Dooryard Bloomed,”  “When I Heard the 
Learn’d Philosopher”  “Out of the Cradle Endlessly 
Rocking” (handout)   

   
  Art and the Inner Life  

17 Melville, 1103-1106, 1114-1147  
19 Melville 

 22 Melville 
 24 Thanksgiving Break: No Class 
 26 Thanksgiving Break: No Class 
 29 Melville (Reflection #9 due in class for discussion) 
 
DECEMBER   
   
   01       Dickinson, 1304-1322 
  
  Full Circle 
 03  The Great Gatsby, Chapters,  I-III   

06  The Great Gatsby, Chapters,  IV-VI 
 08  The Great Gatsby, Chapters, VII-IX (Reflection #10 due in class for discussion)  
 10  The Great Gatsby, Concluding Summary Discussion (Reflections and Extra Credit 

due!) 
 
FINAL EXAM -- WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 15, 2010 10:00 AM  - NOON 
 
  And finally (1) Don’t borrow stuff either from outside sources (without a works cited) or from your 
neighbor during a test--that’s called plagiarism, and it can get you in big academic trouble.  Not worth it! 



(2) Discover the Online Writing Center (OWL) and the Tutoring Center; they provide writing assistance 
for all courses. The Tutoring Center is  located in the Browning Resource Center (downstairs from the 
Testing Center). Call Barbara Turnbow at 552-7743 for hours and more information. (3) Memorize the  
hours of operation for the Testing Center and for The Library. They’re posted online at this link: 
http://new.dixie.edu/reg?page=schedule  After accessing this link, click on “Fall 2010 Course Schedule” 
for much valuable information. 
 
Extra Credit: I’ll surprise you.  
 
Scantrons: Keep a supply of Scantrons (about ten) handy to use for unannounced prep checks. 
 
 
 
Bywater’s e-mail address: bywater@dixie.edu 


